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T

he Knowledge Nation 100 has been selected with the
stars of the Australian innovation constellation in mind:
the nation’s knowledge creators, the people driving
business transformation with advanced data analytics,
digitisation, start-up acquisition and product development.
Here, we profile the researchers, the scientists, technologists,
engineers and mathematicians – the STEM stars – and the
individuals brokering win-win partnerships between
researchers and industry to demonstrate the power
of commercialisation.
We also profile the big-data pioneers, next-generation
medics, venture capitalists, digital enablers and policy
shapers who are laying the foundations for the new knowledge
economy. The list profiles visionary scientists alongside

entrepreneurs and embraces existing and nascent industries,
as well as profiling the reinvention of established organisations.
Our purpose was to shed light on players in the knowledge
economy beyond the obvious leaders like the chancellors and
vice-chancellors of our universities, who all enjoy high public
profiles especially in their home states.
There are many opportunities for Australia in its
areas of global comparative advantage – mining, energy,
advanced manufacturing, agriculture, medicine and health,
soil and water, transport and logistics, alternative fuels and
cybersecurity – and our geography is perfect.
Being on the doorstep of the fastest growing markets
in the world means there has never been a better time to
reach for the stars.
In the first Knowledge Nation 100 list we have included
Australians stars of the diaspora – those creating knowledgedriven companies overseas or working at world-leading
organisations. In the world of technology, no country is
an island and in a knowledge economy, networks and
connections are even more important.
The Australian diaspora are working at the frontiers
of science in the world’s best laboratories, in Silicon Valley,
Boston and other technology hotspots the world over.
These Australians are at the frontline of globalisation.

Keeping them in our orbit is in the national interest.
A clear message from the Knowledge Nation 100 is
just how much good news there is: genomics research leading to
personalised medicine; the largest science project in the world
– the Square Kilometre Array radio telescope project – new
polymers and materials, 3D-printed medical devices, and the
largest fleet of autonomous vehicles in the world in the Pilbara.
All of the Australians in this list deserve celebration. As
the trailblazers who show the rest of the economy where the
future lies, they are a window on tomorrow.
It is time to make science and mathematics sexy again.
This is the only way for a country to respond to the challenges
of automation, globalisation and the digitisation of our
businesses and industries.
We have drawn the Knowledge Nation 100 from among
other extraordinary profiles of achievement. This list could
have been compiled in numerous ways.
This is only the start of an endeavour to broadcast
the achievements of these new rock stars to the country.
For a nation that has started to slide in educational
outcomes, research performance measures of innovation
and commercialisation, emulating these knowledge leaders
is imperative. The skills the Knowledge Nation 100 employ
every day are those that our children will need tomorrow.

The nations
which adapt to the
demands of the
knowledge economy
will prosper
PETER DRUCKER

What is the knowledge economy?
The knowledge economy is where data is turned into insight and insight is turned into action. It is
a faster, more demanding, economy where information travels at light speed and business
processes adapt to the demands of real-time activity. The knowledge economy privileges mind
power: science, research and new solutions for old and new businesses. It embraces a complete
idea of innovation – not just discovery and invention, not just new knowledge, but the application
of the best knowledge to improve all aspects of our lives.
It was Peter Drucker who first described the knowledge economy. In 2001 he argued that
knowledge-based workers would dominate the economies of the 21st century and displace the
manual workers who were the economic majority in prior centuries. These new knowledge
economies would have three main features: they would be borderless because knowledge
transcends borders; they would offer social and economic mobility on the basis that talent would
flow to wherever the opportunities were most concentrated and formal education – the ticket to
the knowledge class – was available. Such economies, Drucker argued, would succeed and fail
based on the competitiveness of their education systems, the talent of their workforce and the
incentives in their cultural and regulatory environment. Therefore, a national innovation system,
as it is described, is the key to competitiveness. The nations which adapt to the demands of the
knowledge economy will prosper, and those that don’t will lag behind.
This process is underway. It is reordering participants in the global economy and this applies
as much in Australia as anywhere. We’ve fallen behind in vital metrics that measure a national
innovation system’s performance: industry–university research collaboration; science, technology,
engineering and mathematics performance among our young people; the large-scale research
collaborations that underpin the creation new knowledge; and the commercialisation of research.
The Knowledge Nation 100 – the rock stars of the knowledge economy – light the way.
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Big-data
pioneers

The
upstarts

Data is a new currency. Connected data – a world where everything is connected and
measured – the internet of things as well as people – will change what we know about
everything from resource efficiency to gene susceptibility. Data produced in cities,
businesses and medicine is daunting but exciting. The next decade will see data used to
improve our capacity to respond to changes in social, business and economic life. The
people profiled here are leading players and early adopters in Australia in these fascinating
areas. They are pioneers, doing things today we will take for granted in a decade.

These start-up founders are the poster children for innovation and the new economy.
They stand for a new culture, global vision and unbounded aspiration. Reading their
stories, you understand how ambidextrous they are: they combine art with science. They
are tech savvy and they work extraordinarily hard. Founding a start-up is not for the
faint-hearted. Several have done it before and are serial entrepreneurs. This is a good
thing – experience accumulates into wisdom and can be shared by the next generation.

Michelle Fitzgerald

Melanie Perkins

Chief Digital Officer, City of Melbourne, Smart City Office

Co-Founder and CEO, Canva

Victoria’s first chief digital officer, Michelle Fitzgerald, is responsible for the City of
Melbourne’s new Smart City Office, which aims to attract technology and bioscience
start-ups to Melbourne and lead its shift to becoming a smart city. Before taking up this
role, Fitzgerald was a Partner at PwC, where she specialised in digital customer strategy
for the financial-services sector. She is an alumna of the ’90s dot-com boom.
The Office – which will collaborate with researchers and universities to solve problems
– marks the City of Melbourne’s recent strategic push to become a knowledge city. It joins
Brisbane, the second city in the world to appoint a CDO, in a global trend to create smarter,
data-savvy cities with connected infrastructure that “talks” to the internet and feeds back
information about itself – such as transport patterns – for analysts, planners and decision
makers to exploit.
Fitzgerald and Vish Nandlall, Telstra’s chief technology officer – also part of the
Knowledge Nation 100 – recently hosted a joint innovation challenge to solve problems
like traffic congestion with internet-of-things technology at Telstra’s Gurrowa Innovation
Lab in Melbourne.

Neil Stringfellow
Executive Director,
Pawsey Supercomputing
Centre

Sanjay Mazumdar
CEO, Data to
Decisions Cooperative
Research Centre

Dr Neil Stringfellow leads a team
of highly skilled individuals at the
Pawsey Supercomputing Centre in
Perth. The centre provides advanced
supercomputing resources to
researchers across the nation with a
focus on radio astronomy and high-end
science. At Pawsey, “Magnus” – the most
powerful research computer in
the southern hemisphere – helps
scientists to observe the furthest
reaches of space and solve the world’s
food-security problems. The centre will
support the Square Kilometre Array,
which strives to answer humanity’s
greatest questions about the universe.

The Data to Decisions CRC is a
collaboration between government,
industry and academia established to
develop big-data tools for Australia’s
defence and national security. Dr Sanjay
Mazumdar heads the centre, which
positions Australia as an international
leader in data. Big data can be used to
detect terrorism and security leaks and,
Mazumdar notes, predict attacks. “Highperformance analytics can make the
difference between predicting a threat and
reacting to a catastrophic aftermath,” he
says. The centre’s Innovation Exchange
program addresses big-data challenges in
sectors such as health and manufacturing.
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Mike Briers
CEO, Knowledge
Economy Institute

Catherine
Caruana-McManus
Director, Smart Cities
and IoT, Giant Ideas

Dr Mike Briers is the nation’s
chief evangelist for big data and
the internet of things (IoT). He
co-founded the Knowledge Economy
Institute, an IoT hub dedicated to
harnessing the transformative power
of digital technology to address global
challenges like pollution, disease and
agricultural productivity. Briers is a
serial entrepreneur and founder of the
big-data firm RoZetta Technology. He
is also an angel investor, a founding
director of agriculture technology
business The Yield and Australia’s first
industry professor of internet of things
at the University of Technology Sydney.

Catherine Caruana-McManus is
the founder of Giant Ideas, a digital
transformation and technology firm for
the built environment, and an NED for
Meshed, an IoT integration and analytics
company. Caruana-McManus helps
businesses to embrace rapid changes in
the global economy, demographics and
technology. She has launched many
successful internet businesses, such as
whereis.com and whitepages.com.au.
Caruana-McManus has said that to be a
smart nation, Australia must accelerate its
use of smart technology in energy grids,
water systems, buildings and transport
and enable the free flow of data.

Melanie Perkins, one of three founders of Canva, is the new “It” girl of the Australian
start-up scene. Hailed by the Webby Awards as “the easiest-to-use design program in the
world”, Canva has five million users in 179 countries. Canva recently closed a series-A
funding round led by US-based Felicis Ventures, which netted $27 million. The funding
campaign attracted movie stars Owen Wilson and Woody Harrelson as investors. “Canva
is on fire … This could be a game-changer,” Wilson says. “Five million users in just over two
years, the numbers speak for themselves. Great investment and a top-notch team.”
Canva was created by Perkins and her partner, Cliff Obrecht, with Cameron Adams,
while she was studying digital media at UWA. It launched in 2012 and secured
$3 million in seed funding within a year. This is not Perkins’ first venture. She
founded Fusion Books (the largest yearbook provider in Australia) when she was
just 19 years old. Perkins’ advice to young people interested in starting businesses
is to “network not just locally, but on the global playing field. Technology gives
us so many advantages to stay connected and meet new people”.

David W. Kalisch
Agency Head,
Australian Bureau
of Statistics

Michael Aitken
CEO and Chief
Scientist, Capital
Markets CRC

With data and analysis the new
frontier for government, Australia’s
chief statistician – appointed to the
ABS in 2014 – has a mandate for
transformation. His task is to introduce
agility to the venerable government
data-collection agency and instil it
with responsiveness to meet the needs
of a data-hungry world in a timely
way. David Kalisch has emphasised
that the agency must refresh its
ageing infrastructure and pivot from
data collection to data curation. The
economist’s ambition is to liberate and
exploit data being stored by government
agencies to inform better decisions.

Australia has the fourth-largest pool of
investment funds under management in
the world ($2.6 trillion) and seeks to be a
centre for the creation of financial-market
products. The Capital Markets Cooperative
Research Centre in Sydney, a CRC headed
by Michael Aitken, creates analytic
technologies to lift the efficiency and
integrity of health, insurance and capital
markets globally. Aitken founded realtime security surveillance firm SMARTS
Group (sold to NASDAQ-OMX in 2010)
and other market-integrity products for
Reuters. In 2010 he was named Ernst and
Young ICT Entrepreneur of the Year.

Matt Barrie
CEO, Freelancer

Scott Farquhar & Mike
Cannon-Brookes
Co-founders and
CEOs, Atlassian

Matt Barrie is an entrepreneur,
technologist and lecturer. Freelancer,
which he founded in 2009, is the world’s
largest freelance and crowdsourcing
marketplace, connecting 17 million
employers with freelancers in 247
countries. In 2013 he rejected a $434
million offer for the company. Barrie
was an early innovator in freelance
crowdsourcing and was founder and
CEO of Sensory Networks, acquired
by Intel, which creates patternmatching and acceleration software. He
teaches cryptography and technology
entrepreneurship at the University
of Sydney.

Atlassian, now an enterprise software
company that employs 1200 people,
had humble beginnings as a bootstrap
start-up. Joint founders Scott Farquhar
and Mike Cannon-Brookes are the
darlings of the Australian technology
scene, but weary of being celebrated
as a start-up success story. Indeed, the
company is incorporated in the UK
and will soon be listed in the US. Both
men are critics of Australia’s failure to
support a robust technology industry by
teaching coding in schools, for example.
If Australia wants more successes like
Atlassian, Farquhar says, there is a
“long list of things to improve”.

Ken Kroeger
CEO and MD,
Seeing Machines

Mark Harbottle
Co-founder, 99Designs

Ken Kroeger leads Seeing Machines,
which supplies Caterpillar and Samsung
with fatigue and distraction-monitoring
safety devices which keep drivers safe.
Seeing Machines was spun from a
robotics laboratory at the Australian
National University, when researchers
(Timothy Edwards, Sebastian Rougeaux,
Alex Zalinsky and Jochen Heinzmann)
trying to give robots the ability to see
instead gave computers the ability to
know what humans were seeing. The
company records tens of thousands
of fatigue incidents a month – drivers
nodding off – and is working with
Boeing on pilot-training technology.

Mark Harbottle is co-founder of 99Designs,
the internet’s largest crowdsourced design
web site. The site connects creatives to
global clients, challenging traditional
boundaries of space and work. Harbottle
noticed the disruptive potential of the
internet as a developer during the dot-com
boom. He is now a serial entrepreneur
but is sceptical of the view that start-ups
are all about big ideas and risks: “Pick
something you’re passionate about and
give it a crack.” Harbottle is also an investor
and helped lead a $2.59 million funding
round for secure-payments platform
PromisePay alongside Westpac-backed
fund Reinventure.

James Chin Moody
Co-founder and
CEO, Sendle

Collis Ta’eed
Co-founder and
CEO, Envato

Sendle is a technology company
that has disrupted package delivery
in Australia by tapping into existing
infrastructure and unlocking the power
of delivery networks. James Chin
Moody is co-founder of Sendle and
his vision has been a game changer
for small businesses in Australia – the
mainstay of Sendle’s client base. Sendle
is entirely carbon neutral and ChinMoody is a leading thinker on the
interface between sustainability and
innovation. He founded Sendle after
trying to find a courier service for
TuShare, his swapping marketplace
that he closed to focus on Sendle.

Collis Ta’eed founded the world’s
most popular marketplace for designers
and developers in 2006 with his wife,
Cyan, in her parents’ garage. As a web
designer, Ta’eed was selling Flash files
on iStockPhoto for $400 per month,
and identified a need for a communitydriven marketplace for digital assets.
Headquartered in Melbourne, Envato
is now the leading ecosystem for designers
and developers, with over six million
users in 200 countries. “We’re proudly
Australian,” Ta’eed, who never considered
relocating to Silicon Valley, has said.
Envato has returned more than $300
million to its creative contributors to date.
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Change agents

Since it developed CommSec in the late 1990s,
the bank has led the development of innovative

The biggest challenge for Australia is the transformation of its existing industries.
Their adaptation to the digitised world – becoming data-empowered and improving their
capacity for customisation – will drive our economy forward. Here, businesses are profiled
from different fields. In the age of unicorns we sometimes miss the innovators hiding in
plain sight. Some trailblazers of automation and the internet of things are in our most
traditional industries, like mining and banking.

products in Australia
Ian Narev
CEO, Commonwealth Bank

Vish Nandlall

Ian Narev has been CEO of the Commonwealth Bank since July 2011. The bank was the
first Australian major to bite the bullet and upgrade its core banking system under the
technology leadership of Michael Harte. Pursuing technological advantage is Narev’s key
strategy and building an innovative culture is a theme in many of his public statements. CBA
was the first to launch a lab – the CommBank Innovation Lab – to drive innovation across
the organisation and be the site for co-designing new products and services. The company
is focused on applying technology to improve and personalise customer experience, as
well as productivity. Since it developed CommSec in the late 1990s, the bank has led the
development of innovative products – such as contactless payment – in Australia. CBA is also
transforming its business to be globally agile and work in different regulatory environments.
Narev and the CBA were the subject of criticism this month over the $1 billion Australian
Technology Park development in Sydney. The Mirvac-CBA bid was designed to be
a “workplace of the future”. It was called “a tragic missed opportunity” by Atlassian
co-founder, Mike Cannon-Brookes. Now, the Mirvac–CBA joint venture has responded
with an agreement to keep 75,000 square metres reserved for technology uses and create
a $2.1 million tech incubation fund to support start-ups with subsidised rents. A partnership
arrangement with the University of Sydney to invest in digital and creative industries has
secured the support of the NSW Government.

Chief Technology Officer, Telstra
Vish Nandlall is Telstra’s chief technology officer (CTO) and digital prophet. The telco has
made large investments to prepare for the internet of things (IoT), which it believes could
yield huge revenue opportunities in the near future as people connect their wearables,
cars, appliances and devices to the internet. Nandlall has said that we will see a “Cambrian
explosion” of connected objects as the IoT arrives in earnest and consumers hunger for
bandwidth: “Wearables are really the next smartphone.” He has overseen the development
of a next-generation 5G network to support this boom.
Telstra has invested in 34 start-ups through its incubator, Muru-D, including FarmBot, an
IoT start-up that monitors farms and remote infrastructure to save money and minimise risk.
Connected infrastructure and data-driven decision making will change the way businesses
and industries operate. Nandlall manages Telstra’s big-data facility, which hosts a predictiveanalytics system that uses operational data to identify network issues before they occur.
Nandlall also identifies machine vision – computers that understand images – voiceactivated devices, data-security technology like blockchains, clouds that talk to each other,
and integrated big data from the IoT as important trends.

John Batistich
Director of Marketing
Scentre Group

Shaun Gregory
SVP, Strategy Science
and Technology
Woodside

John Batistich, the marketing boss of
Australian retail giant Scentre, is fending
off e-commerce challengers with
advanced customer analytics. According
to Batistich, customer-purchasing data
demonstrates that while buying research
is mainly conducted on the internet,
“something switches when it gets to
the buy stage”, and that 94 per cent of
the $270 billion spent on retail happens
at bricks-and-mortar stores. The
future of retail is the ability to collect
customer data and create a personalised
experience, the marketer says. Prior to
the establishment of Scentre, Batistich
was director of marketing for Westfield.

Shaun Gregory leads the technology
effort at Australia’s largest oil and gas
company. A geophysicist who specialises
in seismic imaging, he has introduced
cognitive computing into Woodside’s
technology line up, including using
IBM’s Watson to “bring the collective
experiences and learnings of Woodside
to all employees, instantly”. Woodside
is also one of the partners working with
Cisco’s Internet of Everything Centre
at Curtin University. “Digital scales in a
disruptive way,” he says. “Four months
ago we were prototyping. Today our
analytics platform processes 200,000
sensors every minute of every day.”

Terry Bowen
Finance Director
Wesfarmers

Andrew Harding
Chief Executive,
Rio Tinto Iron Ore,
Australia, China
and Korea

Wesfarmers has been a famously
data-driven and highly analytical
business for decades. CFO Terry
Bowen has ramped up expectations of
data analytics across the business. He
has told the group, which owns Coles
supermarkets and the FlyBuys loyalty
program, that data can create insight –
mined from the mountains of customer
information the group collects – to drive
efficiency, supply-chain improvements
and better consumer targeting.
Wesfarmers has also established its
Emerging Ventures unit, which looks for
small, high-growth investments outside
the group’s traditional businesses.

Andrew Harding is chief executive
of Rio Tinto’s global iron-ore business
which, through its Mine of the Future
program, uses automation, data
analytics and technology to drive
productivity improvement across the
business – in production, transport and
supply. Few people are aware that the
largest fleet of autonomous vehicles in
the world is not in Silicon Valley, but in
the Pilbara. Rio’s embrace of technology,
driven by labour-cost pressures, is set to
continue. Harding recently announced
that Rio’s use of technology had saved
the company $1.4 billion in operating
costs since 2012.

Andrew Bassat
Co-founder and
CEO, SEEK

Matt Kuperholz
Partner and Chief Data
Scientist, PwC Australia

Andrew Bassat co-founded SEEK in
1997 – an internet start-up to poach
employment classifieds from newspapers
– with his brother Paul. It is now the
world’s largest jobs and education
portal with a market capitalisation of
$4.75 billion. Few Australian start-ups
have had as much impact as disrupters
of the established order. SEEK faces
disruption itself, with online networks
like LinkedIn playing a role in the
recruitment and employment space.
Bassat has said that he likes to maintain
the mentality of a start-up and launched
Premium Talent Search – a potential
competitor to LinkedIn – at SEEK.

Matt Kuperholz – known to some as
Australia’s “data whisperer” – is chief
data scientist at PwC. The consultancy
has expanded assertively into the
digital-services space in recent years,
and Kuperholz, whose skills lie at the
intersection of maths, computing and
consulting, solves problems for business
with data. His work ranges from the
conventional – such as improving supply
chains – to detecting money laundering
and lottery and bank fraud. Kuperholz
“lives and breathes” data science.
His speciality is the application
of artificial intelligence (machine
learning) technology.

David Curran
CIO, Westpac

Sahil Merchant
SVP and Head of
Digital, Australia and
NZ, McKinsey
& Company

As chief information officer (CIO)
David Curran is responsible for charting
Westpac through the digital revolution.
Curran, who managed CommBank’s
program to upgrade its systems, has
defended Westpac’s restrained approach
to transformation as part of a judicious
strategy that avoids a “me-too” approach.
Westpac has made strategic investments
in Australian start-ups through its fund
Reinventure, as well as an investment in
Canberra-based cybersecurity start-up
QuintessenceLabs. “To thrive in the
digital revolution we need to get smarter,
more productive and more innovative,”
Curran says.

Sahil Merchant drives transformative
change in Australian enterprise. With
expertise in digital strategy, marketing
and e-commerce, Merchant assists
companies at risk of disruption to
adopt new, agile business models
for the digital economy and advises
businesses on technology, personalised
consumption and data intelligence. He
oversees McKinsey Digital Labs, where
technologists with expertise in mobile
and cloud technologies and big-data
architecture, devise digital products and
services for clients. Merchant, who is
also an entrepreneur, founded the retail
business Mag Nation in 2005.

Adam Driussi
MD and CEO
Quantium

Andrew Thorburn
CEO, NAB

Adam Driussi founded Australia’s
largest analytics business, Quantium,
which provides consumer analytics to
Australian companies using big data to
analyse customers. Woolworths paid
$20 million for a stake in Quantium;
like other retailers, it uses analytics
for customer insight that used to be
unattainable. Quantium now has 500
staff working with many of the world’s
leading brands to power new business
possibilities via data, analytics and
technology. Key clients and partners
include leading brands such as
Woolworths, NAB, Foxtel, Facebook,
News Corp, Google and Qantas.

Runner-up among the banks in the
embrace of digital transformation is
NAB, whose CEO Andrew Thorburn
has said that digital disruption is an
opportunity for banks: “not just a
threat.” Thorburn recently announced
a $50 million fund, NAB Ventures,
which will invest in start-ups and global
alliances. Investing in acquisitions
appears to be one strategy to prompt
fintech innovation. “Technology is a
massive enabler and will make it so
much easier for staff and customers
to interact and do business together,
and for our business bank franchise
to grow,” says Thorburn.

Lesley Grant
CEO, Qantas Loyalty

Andrew Walduck
Executive General
Manager, Information,
Digital and Technology,
Australia Post

One of every three dollars spent on
credit cards in Australia – $100 billion
a year – can earn Qantas frequent
flyer points. Lesley Grant leads the
Qantas Loyalty business. New ventures
include Qantas Cash (a travel-money
card), Acquire (a small-business loyalty
scheme), Red Planet (data marketing)
and Qantas Assure (member rewards
for being active). Grant is a leader in the
data-analytics field with one of the best
data troves to play with – insight from
almost 30 years and 11 million members
of the Qantas Frequent Flyer program.

Australia’s postal service is seriously
threatened by trends that challenge its
core identity such as dwindling demand for
postal services and disruption by start-ups
like Sendle, whose founder is also profiled
here. Andrew Walduck is executive general
manager (EGM) of digital at Australia Post:
the portfolio that will determine its future.
Its strategy is driven by the development
of innovative products – such as MyPost
for parcel tracking and management –
agile management and design thinking,
which Walduck believes will ensure the
postal service’s ongoing relevancy: he is
determined that Australia Post disrupts
itself before someone else does.
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STEM
heroes

Dayong Jin
Director, Initiative for
Biomedical Materials
and Devices, University
of Technology Sydney

These Australians have made the best of the educational opportunities in their
smart, rich country and emerged as transformers and innovators. Individually, they
have uncovered new phenomena and collectively, they represent the discovery and
knowledge creation important for Australia to improve its productivity and create
the new products, fields and the industries of the future.

Andrea Morello
Associate Professor of Quantum Nanosystems, University of NSW
It has been called “the space race of the 21st century” and Andrea Morello is at its vanguard.
Morello studies quantum computing – technology that allows multiple calculations to be
made at the same time, making it faster and more powerful than normal computers – and
attempts to scale it for commercial use. He and his team have come closer to making
quantum computing a reality – which until now has been mostly hypothetical – by installing
the technology on silicon smartphone chips, the material of choice for hardware.
When it is fully realised, quantum computing could have a huge impact in industries like
pharmaceuticals, finance and security. It harnesses the weird quantum properties of atomic
particles that demonstrate “entanglement” – particles acting on each other across vast
distances even, theoretically, from opposite sides of the universe. “We have the operation of a
quantum computer entirely under control,” says Andrea Morello. Quantum computers could
perform calculations that stretch the limits of the imagination in terms of power and speed.
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Peter Quinn
Executive Director,
International Centre
for Radio Astronomy
Research, University
of WA

Professor Dayong Jin and his team
were recently awarded the Eureka
Prize for Excellence in Interdisciplinary
Scientific Research for their Super
Dots technology – microscopic torches
which fight disease by using a tiny beam
of light to influence the behaviour of
molecules. Jin’s work convened experts
from a variety of fields, including
molecular biology, physics and
engineering. As Australia embarks on
its transition to a knowledge economy,
adventurous collaborators like Jin will
be at the forefront of industry-driven
collaborative research – and forming
strong international partnerships
which encourage impact.

Professor Peter Quinn leads the
International Centre for Radio
Astronomy Research and its Square
Kilometre Array (SKA). This global
collaboration, headquartered in WA
and South Africa, is the world’s largest
science project. Sifting through this
data to detect faint signals from distant
galaxies will be like “finding needles
in a cosmic haystack”, says Quinn.
The infrastructure and human talent
required to address the data-storage
and analytic challenges prompted by
the SKA – construction of which starts
in 2018 – will result in future economic
spin-offs in this age of big data.

Advances in nanotechnology are
changing the future of medicine.
Professor Maria Kavallaris is recognised
internationally for her innovative work
in the field of cancer biology, which
helps to reveal how cancers grow,
spread and become resistant to therapy.
Her research focuses on developing
more effective – and less toxic – cancer
therapies with nanotechnology,
including drugs that can be delivered
directly to tumour cells without
“hitting” healthy cells. Kavallaris is
a research leader at the Children’s
Cancer Institute in Sydney.

Maria Kavallaris
Director
Australian Centre
for NanoMedicine
University of NSW

Professor Ian Reid’s research pivots
on computer vision. Driverless cars,
robotic mining, smart security and
even at-home stroke rehabilitation
are possible when computers “see”.
Professor Reid led the Active Vision
Laboratory at Oxford where he
researched robot vision. His work
received attention when he showed
that the winning goal of the 1966 soccer
World Cup final should not have been
awarded. His current work is creating
environmental maps, turning cameras
into sensors that “understand” a scene.
This has applications in areas such as
robotics and surveillance.

Ian Reid
Professor of Computer
Science, University of
Adelaide

Ryan Lister
Laboratory Head
Epigenetics and
Genomics, Harry
Perkins Institute of
Medical Research

Kadambot Siddique
Director, Institute of
Agriculture, University
of WA

Professor Ryan Lister is laboratory
head at the Harry Perkins Institute
of Medical Research. He researches
epigenomes – the chemical compounds
that surround DNA and tell it how to
behave. If DNA is a musical instrument,
epigenomes are the sheet music that tell
it what notes to play. Epigenomes play
central roles in the growth of humans,
animals and plants. Lister’s research
sheds light on the essential building
blocks of life and may help prevent
disease or engineer drought-resistant
crops. Lister was awarded the Prime
Minister’s Prize for Life Science last year.

Professor Kadambot Siddique, Hackett
Chair of Agriculture at the University
of WA, has a simple mission – feeding
the world. Siddique’s research examines
how improved crop yields and better
management can help Australia prepare
for a warmer, drier and more populated
future. “Science and technology [are]
absolutely essential for humanity
and we must use that to our benefit,”
says Siddique. His research is often
concerned with future-proofing our
food bowls and agricultural innovation.
He is credited with developing the
$300-million-per-annum chickpea
industry in Australia.

We’re preparing for the collaborative
opportunities we know are out there
KATE SMITH-MILES

Cyrille Boyer
Deputy Director,
Australian Centre
for NanoMedicine
University of NSW

Hugh Durrant-Whyte
Professor of
Mechatronic
Engineering
University of Sydney

Associate professor Cyrille Boyer is
a chemical engineer who prepares
“macromolecules”, the largest molecules
and essential building blocks for life.
Using light, Boyer creates complex new
substances that can be used for nonstick coatings, precision drug delivery,
and medical diagnosis and imaging. His
interest in science began at a young
age in rural France with a chemistry
set. Now, he has been recognised
in Australia with the 2015 Malcolm
McIntosh Prize for Physical Scientist
of the Year. Boyer’s nanoparticles have
the potential to treat infectious diseases,
especially those resistant to antibiotics.

Professor Hugh Durrant-Whyte is
an ARC Federation Fellow at the
University of Sydney. From 2010–2014,
he was CEO of National ICT Australia
(NICTA). Durrant-Whyte is also the
brains behind Rio Tinto’s Mine of the
Future, which contains the world’s
largest fleet of autonomous trucks.
The professor stresses that automation
isn’t about individual elements, but
“automating the whole system”. This
system-level automation involves data
analysis, computing, automation and
robotics – and will disturb conventional
business models while providing
opportunities for new industries to arise.

Nalini Joshi
Chair, Applied
Mathematics,
University of Sydney

Martin Green
Scientia Professor
University of NSW

Nalini Joshi is an Australian
mathematician using mathematical
methods to solve challenging scientific
problems. She is the first woman to
become a professor and Australian
Laureate Fellow at the University of
Sydney’s School of Mathematics and
Statistics. Joshi works on the forefront
of new knowledge and says we must be
fearlessly curious. “I think of it as an
incredible treasure hunt. You pick up
clues and you put them together,” she
says. Joshi has said that mathematics is
a universal language that can minimise
traffic snarls, cut public transport costs
and reduce internet congestion.

Professor Martin Green is Scientia
Professor at the University of NSW
and Director of the Australian
National Energy Agency’s Centre
for Advanced Photovoltaics. He was
a Director of CSG Solar, a company
founded to commercialise UNSW’s
thin-film solar cell. His research group's
contributions to photovoltaics include
the development of the world’s most
efficient silicon solar cells and several
successful spin-off companies. Green
developed the Passivated Emitter and
Rear Cell (PERC), which accounted
for the largest share of new solar-cellmanufacturing capacity added last year.

Mark Cassidy
Director, Centre for
Offshore Foundation
Systems, University
of WA

Matthew Hill
Principal Research
Scientist, CSIRO

Professor Mark Cassidy has made
a distinguished contribution to the
theory and practice of geomechanics.
He researches how we can safely
extract vast reserves of natural gas in
remote and deep oceans and works
on some of the largest infrastructure
projects in Australia. One challenge
was successfully anchoring an offshore
system like WA’s floating liquid naturalgas platform, which weighs 600,000
tonnes – five times as much as an
aircraft carrier – and must be secured
to the sea floor for 25 years. Cassidy’s
groundbreaking designs have been used
to inform international best-practice.

Dr Matthew Hill researches a “wonder
material” for commercial use. The
technology – metal organic frameworks
(MOFs) – are metal atoms joined
together with organic links. It is one of
the world’s most porous materials. One
teaspoon of MOFs could “hide” as much
surface area as an entire football field
and has applications in agriculture and
mining, among other industries. Hill was
awarded the Malcolm McIntosh Prize
in 2014. “The field will explode and the
question is whether it is in one, three
or five years,” he says. “We should be
leading that rather than following it.”

Kate Smith-Miles
Professor, School of
Mathematical Sciences
Monash University

Toby Walsh
Research Group Leader
Data61

Professor Kate Smith-Miles uses
advanced maths to solve real-world
problems. As an applied mathematician,
she's helped psychologists, physiologists,
doctors and even bionic-vision experts.
Kate’s passion for collaboration led
her to establish MAXIMA (Monash
Academy for Cross and Interdisciplinary
Mathematical Applications). MAXIMA
blends teaching, research, consulting
and community engagement. “MAXIMA
is a one-stop shop where people can go
to access mathematical minds,” she says.
“We’re preparing for the collaborative
opportunities we know are out there.”

Toby Walsh is a professor of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) at UNSW and
Research group leader at Data61,
the largest data innovation group in
Australia. Walsh received press this
year after his open letter, signed by
AI researchers, asking the UN to ban
offensive autonomous weapons – known
as “killer robots”. Walsh believes that
AI requires us to determine rules
surrounding its use and development.
The professor has warned that many
Australian jobs are threatened by
automation but – creatives take note
– people-facing, artistic jobs will be
around for longer.

Svetha Venkatesh
Director, Centre for
Pattern Recognition and
Data Analytics, Deakin
University

Ian Frazer
Chairman, Translational
Research Institute (TRI)

Svetha Venkatesh is a professor of
computer science. Her expertise
lies in developing new technology
that recognises patterns in big data,
which she has commercialised with
two start-ups. Venkatesh’s work
helps doctors to predict suicide risk,
reduces neighbourhood crime and
even provides therapy for children
with autism through the Toby Playpad
app. Her work was used to create the
technology that powers intelligent video
surveillance software. Commercialised
by iCetana, the platform allows operators
to focus on the one per cent of events
that actually require attention.

Foundation Board Professor Ian
Frazer led the development of the
world-leading research facility, the
Translational Research Institute,
where teams of patients, clinicians and
researchers work together to solve
health challenges faster and more
effectively. The TRI has a “bench to
bedside” approach to medical research
that translates scientific knowledge into
practical benefits for the community.
He stepped down in 2015 but remains
an ambassador for the TRI and is chair
of its Foundation Board. Frazer is also
the former director of the University of
Queensland’s Diamantina Institute.

Gordon Wallace
Director, Intelligent
Polymer Research
Institute, University
of Wollongong

Larry Marshall
Chief Executive, CSIRO

“Science is catching up to science
fiction,” says Professor Gordon Wallace,
a renowned expert in the emerging
field of biofabrication: printing 3D body
parts. The bionic ear and eye have
entered the mainstream, and Wallace
insists it won’t be long before we have
made-to-order hands, bones and organs.
He is optimistic about the future of
biofabrication, but says that traditional
boundaries between industries must
be broken down if we are to capitalise
on this emerging technology. “We may
be only a few years away from a time
when every major hospital will contain
3D-printing capabilities."

CSIRO is Australia’s national
research agency and a world-leading
multidisciplinary applied-research
organisation. It has been identified by
the federal government as central to
its plans for innovation and growth
by linking scientific researchers and
business. Marshall believes Australia is
at a pivotal point and says the challenge
is to translate innovation into industrial
and commercial applications. Marshall
is a scientist, technology innovator and
business leader with more than 25 years
experience as a technology entrepreneur
and venture capitalist in Australia and
in Silicon Valley.
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The brokers

Next-frontier
medicine

The news that Australia is last in the OECD rankings of industry–research
collaboration – number 33 out of 33 countries – is not new. This group of research
leaders and commercialisation specialists are doing something about it. They are the
brokers of relationships between industry and research, turning the attention of our
world-class institutions to the problems that will make the biggest difference to our
industries and our lives. Australia’s new policy direction seeks to incentivise the
nation’s other university and industry leaders to emulate the brokers.

The promise of next-frontier medicine is great. It has the potential to change the
way we understand, treat and keep the body well. Next-generation medicine will be
personalised, tailored and treat disease in a targeted way using new chemicals, materials
and technologies. This is a world of nanomedicine, robotic surgeons and bionic body parts.
We only have a flavour of the spectrum of discovery, research and invention underway
here – there is so much more.

Adrian Turner

Anthony Burkitt

CEO, Data61, CSIRO

Research Director, Bionic Vision Australia

Adrian Turner was appointed CEO of Data61 to drive commercialisation in big-data
and analytics research. Data61 resulted from the merger between the CSIRO’s Data
Productivity Flagship and National Information Communications Technology Australia
(NICTA). Data61’s mission is to develop the country’s capacity to turn complex datasets into
knowledge across different economic sectors. Its focus areas include digital health, the digital
economy and critical enablers like robotics, autonomous systems and wireless technologies.
Turner worked in Silicon Valley for 12 years. He was a founder of an internet-of-things
security company, Mocana Corporation, and more recently managing director and cofounder of Borondi Group, a company focused on the intersection of pervasive computing
and platform economics. He has written a book, Blue Sky Mining, about innovation,
technology and applying Silicon Valley lessons to the Australian context. He wants to help
Australia develop an ecosystem which can sustain new business creation, commercialisation
and a new generation of entrepreneurs. “Being an entrepreneur,” he argues, “is a profession.
It requires practically honed skills and a passion to evolve, learn and push into uncharted
territory. There is no better ‘entrepreneurship’ learning ground than Silicon Valley.”

Doron Ben-Meir
CEO, University
of Melbourne
Commercial Ltd

Robyn Owens
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research), University
of WA

Doron Ben-Meir, entrepreneur,
former Director of the Commonwealth’s
Entrepreneurs’ Infrastructure Program
and CEO of Commercialisation Australia,
now leads the University of Melbourne’s
research and commercialisation effort.
A founder of successful start-up businesses
and a former venture capitalist, Ben-Meir
is helping the university sector focus
on the commercialisation side of
innovation, not just invention. The
university recently announced its
entrepreneurship master’s degree
offering mentoring by real entrepreneurs.

Professor Robyn Owens has been
an engineer of researcher–industry
collaboration at UWA since 2009.
Although Australia’s industry–research
engagement metric is poor, WA’s energy
and minerals sector is a bright spot for
collaborative innovation. Owens has made
significant advances in this area, including
through the establishment of the Energy
and Minerals Institute at UWA. She is a
passionate advocate for a solutions-based
approach to research and promotes the
enormous – but largely unheralded –
impact it has: “We don’t need to market
what we do to solve technical problems,
we need to mythologise it,” she says.

Stuart Elliott
Managing Director
Planet Innovation

Arun Sharma
Deputy Vice -Chancellor
(Research and
Commercialisation)
Queensland University
of Technology

Planet Innovation develops and
commercialises biomedical and cleantechnology products. Managing director
Stuart Elliott founded the company
to share his product development and
commercialisation expertise globally
and the company is now responsible
for some of the world’s most innovative
products, such as Gavi, which automates
embryo freezing. Elliot was the director
of innovation with Vision BioSystems,
which develops automated cancer
detection products. Planet Innovation
was recently named Australia’s most
innovative company by BRW.

Professor Arun Sharma has led the
development of Australia’s research
capability in information and
communication technology. Sharma
was co-founder of National Information
Communications Technology Australia
Limited (NICTA), and served as the
inaugural director of its largest research
laboratory (now Data61). In his role at
QUT, Sharma is one of the country’s
most effective advocates for the research/
wealth-creation nexus. His own research
has been in the high-commercialvalue areas of robotics and automation
technology, big data and machine
learning, biofabrication and 3D printing.
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Professor Anthony Burkitt’s research encompasses many areas of medical bionics, including
the bionic ear. Most recently, Bionic Vision Australia has prototyped a bionic eye, which has
been successfully implanted in three patients. The eye uses a highly miniaturised version
of the technology used to create the bionic ear – technology that was developed here in
Australia. “This outcome is a strong example of what a multidisciplinary research team can
achieve,” Burkitt says. He is also chair of bio-signals and bio-systems in the Department of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the University of Melbourne.
In addition to his work on the bionic eye, Burkitt’s research encompasses a number of
areas of medical bionics, including cochlear-implant speech processing, neuro-engineering,
computational neuroscience and bio-signal processing for epilepsy. His research has been
instrumental in the development of new cochlear implant speech-processing strategies,
visual stimulation paradigms for retinal implants, methods for detecting and predicting
seizures, and the use of electrical stimulation for seizure abatement in epilepsy.

Leslie Field
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research) and
Professor of Chemistry
University of NSW

Tanya Monro
Deputy ViceChancellor, Research
and Innovation
University of SA

Professor Leslie Field chairs UNSW
Innovations, the technology-transfer
company responsible for industry
engagement, patents and activating
research. He is policy secretary for
the Australian Academy of Science,
where he advocates for a streamlined
integration of research and innovation
to allow Australia to compete globally.
He has asked for greater science literacy
among politicians, which he sees as
crucial for informing the decisions faced
by government. “The key issue for me
is to make sure that governments draw
on solid science when dealing with
technical decisions and issues,” he says.

Professor Tanya Monro is a research
superstar, known for her work in advanced
photonics. She has received most of the
accolades and grants it’s possible to receive
for science and research. She was part of
the Eureka Prize team which developed
Super Dots technology, which uses optical
physics to detect disease, such as early
cancer cells. In her role at UniSA, Monro
encourages young researchers to engage
with industry – which she sees as vital –
and is an advocate for research funding
that prioritises impact and engagement:
“It would show a very strong correlation
between the high-quality pure research
and interactions with business,” she says.

Bronwyn Evans
CEO, Standards
Australia

Karen Reynolds
Deputy Dean
Computer Sciences
Flinders University

Now the CEO of Standards Australia,
Dr Bronwyn Evans was an SVP at
Cochlear Ltd, the iconic Australian
biotechnology company formed to
commercialise the inventions of
professor Graeme Clark. Evans was
responsible for quality and regulatory
matters. She led a team of 90 engineers
and scientists and her role was critical
to distributing Cochlear implants
safely around the world. She chairs the
government’s medical growth centre,
established to capitalise on Australia’s
competitive advantage in medical
research – making it a hub for medical
technology in the Asia-Pacific.

Professor Karen Reynolds is an expert
in biomedical research and a strong
advocate for the commercialisation of
technology. Reynolds established the
Medical Device Partnering Program
(MDPP) to convene researchers,
industry and end users of medical
technologies, resulting in novel devices
that improve diagnosis, treatment
and rehabilitation of patients. Under
Reynolds’ leadership, the MDPP
was named the Best Research and
Development Collaboration in the
prestigious annual Business and Higher
Education Round Table Awards in 2011.

Colin Masters
Executive Director
Mental Health
Research Institute

Robert Shepherd
Director, Bionics
Institute, University
of Melbourne

Professor Colin Masters is a
researcher in neurodegenerative
diseases, particularly Alzheimer’s and
Creutzfeldt-Jakob diseases. He has
had a major influence on diagnostics
and therapeutic strategies through his
discovery (with Konrad Beyreuther) of
the origin of the amyloid protein, which
causes Alzheimer’s. More recently,
his focus has been on describing the
history of Alzheimer’s in order to better
understand when to intervene to delay
onset. In the next decade, he says that
“I’m hoping for a successful run of
clinical trials which demonstrate the
efficacy of early intervention.”

Professor Robert Shepherd’s work
exists at the convergence of medicine,
computing and engineering. Shepherd
is currently director of the Bionics
Institute at the University of Melbourne
and is working on developing the Bionic
Eye: a device that sits behind the eye to
stimulate the optic nerve. The Bionics
Institute’s legacy of lab-to-market
success includes the bionic ear, which
is manufactured here in Australia and
is used by 250,000 hearing-impaired
people around the world. Shepherd says
that efforts to commercialise research
does carry a financial risk but is
essential to create 21st-century jobs.

Deborah Rathjen
CEO, Bionomics

Maree Smith
Executive Director
University of
Queensland Centre for
Integrated Preclinical
Drug Development

Deborah Rathjen is a homegrown success story. Rathjen is
CEO of Bionomics, an Australian
biopharmaceutical company that
creates treatments for cancer, anxiety
and depression. Rathjen recalls doorknocking for investors and taking out
the rubbish when Bionomics was just a
fledgling start-up. Now, it has a market
capitalisation of around $200 million.
Rathjen stresses the importance of risk
taking and agility in staying competitive
in the pharmaceutical industry. “It’s not
for the faint-hearted,” she says.

Professor Maree Smith understands
the importance of using industry to
turn research into reality. “Clinical
outcomes are paramount and the best
way to achieve such outcomes is by
collaboration between researchers and
industry,” she says. Smith has her fair
share of bench-to-boardroom success
stories. This year, research conducted by
Smith led to the development of a novel
chronic-pain treatment. Working with
UQ, she developed a start-up called
Spinifex to develop the drug. Spinifex
was acquired this year by a global
pharmaceutical for $US200 million
and is close to commercialisation.
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Venture
capitalists

The
shapers

As oxygen is to the blood, so venture capital is to start-ups. Venture-capital funds
provide the money, contacts, expertise and wisdom that new entrepreneurs need. They
bring diverse approaches to selecting investee companies and different styles of working
with them once they are in the stable. Their contribution is important in building an
innovation ecosystem in this country. If Australia is to develop the sort of entrepreneurial
culture leading innovation nations have, the policy influence and clout of venture
capitalists will need to grow.

We cannot forget the people with the responsibility for bringing both government and
Australia’s innovation policy into the 21st century. In policy – one of the most reviewed
and workshopped domains there is – simplicity, coherence and impact are the new themes.
These are the people demonstrating the change they want to see. They all speak of a
new openness, a permission culture, the need to flatten hierarchies and dismantle silos.
Forgiveness, not permission, will have to be their new motto.

Paul Bassat

Paul Shetler

Co-founder, Square Peg Capital

CEO, Digital Transformation Office

Paul Bassat is developing the next generation of Australian entrepreneurs and management
teams through his fund’s portfolio of investments, which includes start-ups in Australia, New
Zealand, South-East Asia and Israel. Square Peg Capital intends to spend $193 million over
the next three to five years in venture and growth-stage online and technology companies.
Before co-founding the firm in 2012, Bassat was best known as joint CEO and co-founder of
1990s start-up SEEK, which he helped build into one of Australia’s top 100 companies.
Bassat is optimistic about policy reforms supporting technology start-ups in Australia. He
believes entrepreneurship is fundamentally about ambition: “to some extent we are making
judgements or bets, not just about how interesting the business model is, but the ability of
the team to scale, continue to be hungry and bring in lots of great people as the management
team needs to grow", says Bassat. He joins a growing number of venture capitalists eager to
identify the next Atlassian, Carsales or SEEK.

Shetler was recruited by Malcolm Turnbull to head up the federal government’s
Digital Transformation Office. “Simpler, clearer, faster, more humane public services”,
and integrating the best data and digital design into policymaking are his missions. His
task is to guide the APS into a new age of internet-based service delivery. This transition
represents potential big savings: A Deloitte Access Economics report estimated that
spending $6.1 billion could yield savings of $17.6 billion over 10 years across federal and state
governments. Shetler’s experience transforming the UK Ministry of Justice as chief digital
officer informs his strategy.
Shetler encourages a start-up mindset for government departments transitioning to
the digital age. To overcome a sceptical bureaucracy he seeks rapid-turnaround delivery:
“I like to have tight time frames because it forces people to make decisions and produces
quick feedback loops. It’s an internal constraint and I think it’s a better way of working and
delivering.” The challenge is just “as hard in the private sector as the public sector”, he says.
“Every single business is struggling.”

Bob Christiansen
Managing Director
Southern Cross
Venture Partners

Lachlan Murdoch
Executive Chairman,
Illyria

Bob Christiansen is the founding
managing director of Southern Cross
Venture Partners. The venture-capital
firm has a clear investment formula
– they seek entrepreneurs able to
pitch their company’s purpose and
vision, who target growing markets
ripe for disruption with technologybased solutions and products that
are differentiated and defensible.
Christiansen is a serial venture capitalist.
He was a partner of Allen & Buckeridge
where he directed several portfolio
companies, including eServ Global,
VaST Systems and 8020 software.

Lachlan Murdoch invests in digital,
media and technology companies.
Recent investments include Unlockd,
an advertising platform for telcos. He
has made a range of investments, from
Channel Ten to the hugely successful
REA Group. In 2009 Murdoch bought a
stake in regional TV broadcaster Prime
Media Group; he sold it three years later for
$10 million profit. In 2012 he took his stake
in Nova Entertainment to 100 per cent.
Murdoch, co-chairman of News Corp, has
been a keen observer of the transformation
of the media landscape from his early days.

Danny Gilligan
Co-founder and
Managing Director
Reinventure Group

Daniel Petre
Partner
AirTree Ventures

Danny Gilligan is a serial entrepreneur
and venture capitalist. He invests in
fintech start-ups with the potential
to transform the financial services
sector in Australia. Gilligan co-founded
Reinventure Group in 2013, a $50
million fund testing a new model of
investment where major corporations –
like Westpac – invest in the “disruptive”
business ideas of proven entrepreneurs.
He is a founding director of Stone &
Chalk, an independent, not-for-profit
hub that accelerates promising fintech
startups in Australia. Gilligan also
co-founded Data Republic, a platform
providing secure exchange of data.

Daniel Petre is a venture capitalist,
philanthropist and, as managing director of
Microsoft Australia and vice president at its
US headquarters, former right-hand man
to Bill Gates. In 2014 Petre co-founded
AirTree Ventures, a $60 million fund that
has invested in Australian start-ups Canva,
DesignCrowd and Ento. He founded two
previous firms (ecorp and netus) with
major investments including ninemsn,
eBay, Downstream Marketing, Allure
Publishing and Ticketek. Petre recently
warned of another tech bubble. “We’re
starting to see the first signs that people
are starting to question the valuations
going around,” he says.

Bardia Housman
Partner, Housman
Weir Investments

Niki Scevak
Co-founder
Blackbird Ventures

Bardia Housman is an entrepreneur,
angel investor and mentor with
Australian technology-accelerator fund
Startmate. An investor in venturecapital firm Blackbird, he is also a
partner of San Francisco Bay Area
commercial real-estate firm Housman
Weir Investments. Housman is a
veteran in the Australian start-up scene,
launching the country’s first free email
service, start.com.au, which he sold to
Looksmart in 1999 at the age of 25. His
second venture, Business Catalyst – a
hosting platform for web-designers –
sold to Adobe in 2009. He featured
in BRW’s 2014 Young Rich list.

As secretary of the department whose
portfolio the Turnbull government has
put front and centre of its agenda, Glenys
Beauchamp has a big job. Her Minister,
Christopher Pyne, was asked to “unleash
his inner revolutionary”. Beauchamp must
unleash hers to drive simplicity from the
web of programs administered by the
department. She knows systemic change
Glenys Beauchamp
to achieve alignment and momentum
Secretary, Commonwealth is required. A champion of publicDepartment of Industry,
sector innovation and member of the
Innovation and Science
Secretaries Group of the APS, Beauchamp
is challenging unnecessary hierarchy,
repeated investment in the status quo
and the business-as-usual mindset.

Niki Scevak’s Blackbird Ventures is a
venture-capital firm which backs global
internet businesses formed by Australians.
The firm launched a $200 million fund in
August. Most of its investors are successful
technology entrepreneurs who, as well as
providing capital, also provide advice and
networking to the companies backed by
Blackbird. He founded accelerator network
Startmate, which provides a global network
of mentors to start-up founders, helping
them get their business on the world stage.
Scevak also founded Homethinking, a
US-based real-estate site which ranks
real-estate agents by sales history and
customer reviews.

Of the challenges facing Australia
the decline in education outcomes,
despite increasing education spending,
is critical. Lisa Paul’s role as secretary
of the Department of Education spans
early-childhood learning, school and
post-school education to international
education, science, research, employment
and workplace relations. As the most
senior education adviser in Australia,
Paul has delivered major reforms in
higher education, research, innovation
and science. In a knowledge economy,
education – particularly STEM education
– is imperative and Paul is in the
policy hot seat.

Lisa Paul
Secretary
Commonwealth
Department of
Education and Training

Martin Bowles
Secretary
Commonwealth
Department of Health

Renée Leon
Secretary
Commonweath
Department of
Employment

Martin Bowles speaks of a new public
service with open-minded leaders and a
“permission culture” which encourages
information sharing. He touts a
move from “very tactical thinking” to
“think[ing] strategically about our health
system”. Trial and error, learning from
mistakes and the use of of big data
analytics to make decisions are the new
mantras. Change across the department
is designed to encourage public servants
to shift to being “stewards of the system”,
not the owners. Bowles’ department
is challenged to deliver better health
outcomes to Australians at lower cost
through encouraging competition.

Renée Leon leads the policy area
at the frontline of digital disruption
for average Australians: disruption
to working lives and livelihoods.
As secretary of the Department
of Employment, her challenge is
building resilience and flexibility into
the workplace relations and training
system to allow the nation to deal with
automation and the many jobs it will
replace – a phenomenon expected to
unfold over the next decade. Brave
policy leadership will be required to
steward the economy and the people
who drive it through this time of change.

Peter Fleming
CEO, National E-Health
Transition Authority

Alex Zelinsky
Chief Defence Scientist

Peter Fleming leads Australia’s National
E-Health Transition Authority, a
government body supporting the uptake
of digital solutions. He has led the rollout
of a $467 million project to deliver the
e-health record system – a summary of
a patient’s health. It is a vital part of the
health-reform agenda to make the system
more agile and sustainable. NEHTA
manages a world-class data service of
product information in Australia. This
year it released a number of new services
for GPs, hospitals and pharmacies, which
will help to create a critical mass of users
and improve the implementation of digital
solutions in the sector.

Alex Zelinsky is chief defence scientist
of Australia. He was the CEO of Seeing
Machines, which he co-founded, a
technology company that develops
fatigue-detection technology to keep
drivers safe. Now, he provides scientific
advice to the federal government.
Defence is no longer about guns and
steel: Zelinsky stresses that countries
must defend themselves against
unconventional threats, like cyber
attacks. These threats can come from
individuals or states and have no
national boundaries. Zelinsky says that,
“success in cyberspace will depend upon
our ability to stay ahead of the curve”.
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Diaspora
stars

We’re trying to change
the nature of robots
in factories

Australia has a talented diaspora of one million Australians overseas. A country of 24
million cannot afford to lose touch with its citizens thriving in the talent hotspots of the
world. They might live overseas, but they are still part of the national conversation and
economy – they are a network and an ambassadorial corps for Australia, its knowledge
economy and research capacity. They are a soft-power asset. They might be out of sight,
but they should not be out of mind.

RODNEY BROOKS

Andrew Howard
Lead Engineer, SpaceX

Rodney Brooks

SpaceX, the first private company ever to launch a spacecraft, was founded by the
enigmatic entrepreneur and inventor Elon Musk. One if the aims of SpaceX is to enable
the colonisation of Mars.
As lead engineer at SpaceX, Andrew Howard has designed the docking system which
will join the Dragon space capsule (to be launched on the Falcon 9 rocket) on its journey
to the International Space Station. Howard is a robotics engineer who has helped to create
some of the most exciting automation technology on, and off, the planet. As a senior
member of the technical staff at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Andrew contributed
to rovers planned for NASA’s return to the moon, as well as numerous autonomous
ground vehicles for Earth-based users.
He was part of the Caltech team for the Urban Grand Challenge, tasked with creating
a vehicle to drive in a typical urban environment. Andrew also provided the vision for Big
Dog, a four-legged robot intended for rough terrain, which achieved fame with the web
release of a video of it recovering its footing after being kicked and slipping on icy roads.
Howard has extensive experience with a range of terrestrial robotic programs, including
Crusher and the Urban Grand Challenge.

Abigail Allwood
Research Scientist
JPL NASA

Andrew Collins
CEO, Mailman Group

Abigail Allwood is a Brisbane-born
research scientist and geologist. She is
the first woman and the first Australian
to lead a NASA project team to search
for life on Mars. She will be a principal
investigator for NASA’s 2020 Mars
Rover program, which will determine
whether manned expeditions could
travel to the red planet, as well as search
for evidence of ancient life. She had
her big break in Australia eight years
ago when she discovered that Western
Australia’s Pilbara held records of
earth’s oldest life forms.

Andrew Collins bought foreign-owned
Chinese advertising agency Mailman in
2007. Mailman represents international
clients including American Airlines and
Citibank on the Chinese stage, while
fanstang.com connects global stars like
Taylor Swift with the Chinese market
through an international celebrity social
network. KAWO, a Chinese social-media
publishing application, gives access to
brands and personalities from around the
world to the Chinese market and Shopilist
is a social shopping application that allows
Chinese consumers to create personalised
shopping guides in cities all over the world.

Craig Barratt
Head of Google Fiber

Anthony Goldbloom
Founder and CEO
Kaggle

Craig Barratt is the leader of Google’s
super-fast fibre-to-the-premises internet
infrastructure project, Google Fiber.
He joined Google in 2013, where he
oversees several projects. Barratt is
an inventor who has authored 34 US
patents. He was president and CEO
of Atheros, a semiconductor pioneer.
He led Atheros’ public offering in 2004
and the company’s sale to Qualcomm
for US$3.6 billion in 2011. He is one of
the leading Australians in Silicon Valley.
Barratt had the internet of things in
mind when, in 2010, he said connected
devices would be a “megatrend”.

Anthony Goldbloom is founder and
CEO of Kaggle, the world’s largest
community of data scientists competing
with each other to solve complex problems.
Multinational companies use Kaggle to
recruit data scientists to solve interesting
and sensitive business problems. Last year,
GE and Kaggle launched Flight Quest, an
open-data challenge to predict aircraft arrival
times more precisely. Before founding Kaggle
as a Melbourne start-up, Goldbloom was an
econometrician at the RBA. Forbes magazine
named Goldbloom as one of the 30 Under
30 in technology, twice, and Fast Company
featured him as one of the thinkers changing
the future of business.

Founder and CTO, Rethink Robotics
Rodney Brooks is the founder of Rethink Robotics, a Boston-based robotics company
established with the aim of sparking a manufacturing rebirth in the USA by making
low-cost production efficient. Brooks was CTO, chairman and director of iRobot, which
he co-founded in 1990. He was a professor of robotics at MIT and was founding director
of the Institute’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory.
iRobot has achieved considerable commercial success and is perhaps best known for
its Roomba vacuums, which have sold in the millions. There are 14 million of his iRobot
PackBots deployed worldwide. There were 4500 PackBots in Iraq and Afghanistan
remediating roadside bombs. His current business, Rethink Robotics, is a leader in the
booming collaborative robot industry. His most famous creation, Baxter, is a humanoid
“learning” robot for the manufacturing industry. On research for industry, his approach is
“not exactly solving problems directly … but being aware of industry’s problems and trying
to do basic research which is going to have some impact”.

Chris Boshuizen
Co-founder and Chief
Technology Officer
Planet Labs

Saul Griffith
Founder, Otherlab

Chris Boshuizen’s Planet Labs is a
satellite-imaging and data company.
Planet Labs has created the largest
“constellation’’ of earth-imaging satellites
to collect and share new datasets for
real-world applications such as monitoring
agricultural yields, natural resources
and aiding first responders after natural
disasters. Boshuizen is passionate about
space technology and has dedicated
himself to the development of alliances
to accelerate space exploration. His goal
is to “make space travel as easy as catching
a bus”. Before Planet Labs, he was a NASA
space-mission architect.

American–Australian inventor, engineer
and entrepreneur Saul Griffith is the
founder of research and development
company Otherlab, a team of “mischievous
scientists and practical dreamers” who
create products in the fields of renewable
energy, computational memory, digital
fabrication, robotics and engineered
textiles. “Keep moving. Keep having ideas.
Allow yourself to be frivolous sometimes,”
says Griffith. His projects include inflatable
robots, a cargo-carrying tricycle and
an airborne wind turbine that provides
renewable energy. The company works
with universities, commercial entities and
researchers like Stanford and NASA.

Jeremy Heimans
Co-founder and CEO
Purpose.com

Dr Richard Pestell
Director, Sidney Kimmel
Cancer Center, Thomas
Jefferson University

New York-based Australian internet
activist Jeremy Heimans is co-founder
and CEO of campaigning community
GetUp! and avaaz.org, the world’s largest
and most powerful online activist
network. “Technology has lowered the
barriers to power … using the internet,
you can unify people across geography
to build a global movement,” says
Heiman. His experience with GetUp!
and avaaz inspired him to found
Purpose.com, a social business working
to unlock collective action by starting
movements, collaborating with not-forprofits and philanthropists, and creating
crowd-based tools and digital platforms.

Dr Richard Pestell unites academic
excellence and scientific discovery. His
work has galvanised international teams
to fight cancer with his cancer-diagnosis
and treatment innovations. Pestell
founded prostate cancer diagnostic and
therapeutic company ProstaGene and
light-activated gene therapy company
AAAPhoenix. ProstaGene is currently
testing a new treatment for metastatic
prostate cancer that has proved effective
blocking bone, brain and lung metastasis
in preclinical testing. He has led cancer
not–for-profits and directed two US
cancer centres.

Tan Le
Founder and CEO
Emotiv

Jeremy G. Philips
Founding General
Partner, Spark
Capital Growth

Tan Le arrived in Australia at age four
and still vividly recalls her first memory
of a vast ocean horizon. The child of
Vietnamese refugees, she is now CEO of
Emotiv, her neuroengineering company
that developed breakthrough human–
machine interface technology that
takes input directly from the brain. She
credits her success to her unassuming
Australian upbringing which, she says,
gave her the “daring and humility” to
succeed. She is a passionate advocate for
affordable, democratised technology –
to ensure the poor and marginalised
can access its benefits.

Jeremy invests in growth-stage
companies for Spark Capital, which has
a US$450 million early-stage venture
fund, US$375 million venture growth fund
and US$2 billion under management.
Prior to joining Spark Capital in 2014,
Philips was an entrepreneur and
executive. He co-founded ecorp and
helped build it into a leading publicly
traded Australian internet company.
He was executive vice president at News
Corporation in New York, focusing on
digital strategy and acquisitions. He is on
the board of TripAdvisor and is an adjunct
professor at Columbia Business School.

Marc Newson
Designer, Apple

David Sinclair
Co-Director, Paul F.
Glenn Centre for the
Biological Mechanisms
of Ageing, Harvard
Medical School

Marc Newson is representing Australia
at the offices of Apple. He is an
influential designer who has worked
across a range of disciplines from
household objects and furniture to
cars, aircraft, yachts, architecture and
sculpture. He is known for his Lockheed
Lounge, the most expensive work ever
sold by a living designer, as well as the
Apple Watch. He sees design as an
increasingly relevant industry: industrial,
product, engineering and fashion design
will start to come together. “Wearable
technology is certainly the future, there’s
no question about that,” he says.

Professor David Sinclair is a medical
researcher globally recognised for his
research on the anti-ageing compound
resveratrol, found in red wine. Sinclair is
a researching a controversial resveratrolbased drug that he proposes could reverse
the effects of ageing: “Immortality is out
of reach, but living more years with a body
that’s robust enough to make the most of
them is a real possibility,” says the Harvardand Sydney-based professor of genetics.
Sinclair has founded eight biotechnology
companies to fight ageing, diabetes,
infectious diseases and bioinformatics
to improve healthcare.
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Digital
enablers
Digital enablers bring world-class technology to Australia and keep us current by bringing
the latest thinking to our shores. A recent OECD report lamented the breakdown of the
world’s “diffusion system”, finding that the productivity slowdown around the world relates
to the growing gap between the leading 5 per cent of companies and the laggards. In terms
of global best practice digital enablers help us stay ahead of the pack by providing leadingedge technology for our business problems.

Geoff Culbert
President and CEO, GE Australia, NZ and PNG
Geoff Culbert believes that Australia can reinvent itself by taking advantage of the
technology revolution that has engulfed the world. We should draw inspiration from
innovation hotspots like Silicon Valley to understand what is possible, then act decisively
to improve. Culbert oversees GE’s four main business platforms – building, medical
technologies, energy solutions and engine and navigation technology in the region.
“The innovation model has changed and we need to encourage better collaboration
between business, universities and entrepreneurs to make sure great Australian
ideas are commercialised,” he says.
GE likes to think about itself, he says, “as a 120-year-old start-up company”. His current
focus is building the industrial internet to lift productivity for Australian companies. “The
industrial internet is where the consumer internet was 20 years ago,” he says. “Fifty billion
machines are expected to come online by 2020 … This is an enormous opportunity for
Australia and has the potential to drive a tremendous amount of wealth for our economy.”

Ken Boal
Vice President
Cisco, Australia and
New Zealand

Pip Marlow
Managing Director
Microsoft Australia

Ken Boal is the vice president of
technology giant Cisco Australia and
New Zealand. The Cisco executive has
been a leading advocate for increasing
investment in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM)
education. This year Cisco launched
a $31 million education fund with a
program to provide places for 100,000
students in its AUSTEM 2020 training
initiative. Cisco’s focus in on the
internet of things (IoT) is increasing
the connectedness of people and things
on a scale that was once unimaginable.
Connected devices will soon outnumber
people worldwide by 1.5 to 1.

Since 1995 Pip Marlow has worked
with Microsoft Australia in a number
of roles. Previously she was with Agate
Technology, a storage distribution
start-up. She is an advocate for
diversity and gender equality in senior
management – only one in four key
management personnel in Australia are
female. “People hang on to history and
hierarchy,” she says. To keep pace with a
world disrupted by technology, Marlow
is making Microsoft more innovative
through more flexible workspaces,
cultural change and drawing on the
wisdom of the crowd.

Maile Carnegie
Managing Director
Google Australia and
New Zealand

Paul Migliorini
Managing Director
ANZ, Amazon Web
Services

Maile Carnegie joined Google in July
2013. Before this, she was managing
director of P&G Australia and New
Zealand, where she served for 21
years. Carnegie sought out a position
at Google after realising that her
country was lagging in many important
education and research metrics related
to innovation. She is now Australian
managing director of the global
technology behemoth – where there is
a department dedicated to “moon shots”
– and warns that Australia must nurture
a culture of disruptive innovation. “To
innovate you need to be risk-takers and
rule-breakers,” Carnegie says.

Amazon is quickly rolling out its
presence in Australia, where it provides
cloud-computing services for business.
The e-commerce giant and enterprisetechnology player has just announced
plans to expand its Sydney office
fourfold. Paul Migliorini, its Australian
MD, believes technology will change
the relationship between businesses and
employees. “Work has been defined for
the best part of 50 years as somewhere
you go,” he says. “In actual fact it’s
something that you do.” He expects a
culture of flexible work hours, working
from home and co-working in the future.

Cindy Hook
CEO, Deloitte Australia

Alan Noble
Engineering Director
Google Australia and
New Zealand

Cindy Hook became CEO of Deloitte
this year and is the first woman to lead
a big four firm in Australia. With a
vision to “disrupt the professional
services sector and embrace innovation
to drive the firm’s progress”, Deloitte was
recently named one of BRW’s 50 most
innovative companies for the third year
in a row. Hook has led the acquisition
of start-up companies and firms from
Australia and Silicon Valley and growth
and innovation are high on her agenda:
“The business environment is going
to be marked by constant change,” she
says. “We are going to have to be an
organisation that moves quickly.”

At Google, Alan Noble is responsible
for research and development
operations in Australia and NZ. He
is a major advocate for start-ups and
the tech sector – and knows Australia
needs policy changes to become
more innovative. He believes in the
global opportunities for smart young
businesses: “Fifteen years ago Google
was just a start-up,” he reminds us. Since
joining Google, he has made Australia
a significant engineering centre for
Google. Noble has said that for Australia
to have more Atlassians and Cochlears,
it must fundamentally rethink its
attitudes to skills and innovation.

